
anniversary collection



Extrait de Parfum

TOP NOTE: Black pepper, Lemon, Saffron, Red Earth, White Leather, Hydrogen, Tolu Balm, Thyme, Bay Leaf 

MIDDLE NOTE: Irid, pimiento/red pepper, Carnation flower, Peony, Perfect flower, Honey, Black Magnolia, Sage, Incense

BASE NOTE: Patchouli, Cashmere Wood, Cyst Labdanum, Benjamin, Caramel, Agarwood, Tobacco, Copaiba Balsam, Leather, Pine Wood

TOP NOTE: Bergamot, Orchid, Jasmine, Leaf of Eden, Powder

MIDDLE NOTE: Ambergris, Pink pepper, Vanilla, Cardamom, Guaic Wood, Myrrh, Leather

BASE NOTE: Amber, White Musks, Ambroxan, Cedarwood, Oakmos, Guaiac Wood, Tonka Bean, Cedarwood, Vetyver

TTPROF/CAS
Extrait de Parfum ROUND
100 ml - 3,4 fl. oz.
   66 mm  h 97 mm
   2,60 in  h 3,82 in

TTPROF/CHI
Extrait de Parfum SQUARE

100 ml - 3,4 fl. oz.
56x56 mm  h 97 mm

2,20x2,20 in  h 3,82 in

This unforgettable journey starts in a sail boat in the Gulf of Fethiye, known in history as the “land of light and fire”, stopping at 
the amazing and surreal Olympus, where, from the heart of the mountain, huge tongues of fire are released and are visible even 
from the sea in the warm summer nights. Like Phoenician sailors, transported from Maltemi, we headed on toward the ruins of 
the Lycian civilization, between untouched coves and pine-covered hills reach down to the sea, surrounded by slopes covered 
in thyme, sage, bay trees and rare, almost extinct, Günlük, “Incense trees” that perfume the air in a breathtaking explosion of 
colours and essences. A scent of wild and lush nature, both sweet and warm at the same time, emphasised by the intense smell 
of melted caramel that comes from small camps at the foot of the mountain, where we rest before the climb. This fragrance 
reverberates in the air and is reflected in the blue of the sea, passing by the ruins of the ancient city to reach the lighthouse at 
Cape Gelidonya, which stands alone in a place full of history and legends. The tensions and attractions of this combination of 
elements, fire and water, have been captured and enclosed in a perfume extract made from rare and precious natural raw 
materials.This untouched territory, rugged and wild, gathers within itself all the splendour and strength of the Mediterranean that 
from its belly, like an ancient Greek deity, breathes supernatural and magical fire giving rise to Chimera.

The most romantic stop on this wonderful journey is Venice, where the fire of seduction still burns in the fireplaces of the beautiful 
eighteenth-century buildings, mysterious villas of undiminished charm, frequented by the famous Casanova whose presence can 
still be felt, if you pay proper attention to small signs. The memory of a winter’s evening during the famous Carnival in Venice, 
inspired by a mysterious and ethereal Muse, the City of Doges. The night’s air seeped in perfume, heated by the scents of bonfires 
that light up the streets and Piazza San Marco. A dance of sensory emotions, accompanied by a beautiful and mysterious Lady, 
her face hidden by a precious golden mask, like the bottle that contains this valuable and secret essence. Letting yourself be 
overcome is your only defence in the face of such persuasiveness. This perfume tells of places of beauty and seduction, through 
its complex and fluctuating structure, which is entrusted to the rare and precious ambergris. A subtle journey through a city that 
inspires love and eroticism, through the paths described by Casanova in his memoirs: memories of amorous adventures with the 
stunning backdrop of a city so ethereal that it lives floating on water. 

The Anniversary Collection stems from the oldest 
perfume tradition. An innovative stylistic challenge that wishes to give 

perfume its original scent. The selection of high quality and rare raw materials only 

allow a limited annual production. Each precious bottle is catalogued with the year of 

production. The recipe itself remains the same although, each year, it gets the sublime 

touch of nature. For this reason, each bottle will be a unique and collectible piece.
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is the brand of

CERERIA TERENZI EVELINO S.R.L.
Via dei Faggi, 101

47842 San Giovanni in Marignano (RN) ITALY
phone +39 0541 820.311

fax +39 0541 820.312
www.cereriaterenzi.com
info@cereriaterenzi.com


